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Our Top Picks of the Season:What's New:
We've made some changes to our catalogues for this season, 
which will make it easier for you to find the right books for you!

Jump to Showcasing the very best in 
illustration and storytelling, our 
Floris Books range includes nostalgic 
classics from Elsa Beskow and Astrid 
Lindgren, as well as new stories from 
up-and-coming creators.

Jump to Starting on p.29, you will find our 
Kelpies range of Scottish books for 
children everywhere. Don't miss  
the highly-anticipated finale to  
Ross MacKenzie's Nowhere 
Emporium series!

Our non-fiction selection, including Steiner-Waldorf education 
titles, can be found separately in our Non-Fiction catalogue.

Please note that due to the ongoing challenges of the COVID-19 
crisis, we will not be producing printed catalogues for this season. 
You can find full details of all books on our websites. 

www.FlorisBooks.co.uk  |  www.DiscoverKelpies.co.uk

Autumn/Winter 2020 New Books for Children



From An Illustrated Collection of Fairy Tales for Brave Children



Spin a Scarf  
of Sunshine

STORY BY DAWN CASEY
ILLUSTRATIONS BY STILA LIM

•  A charming seasonal tale with simple, lyrical text inspired by author 
Dawn Casey’s life in rural England 

•  Nari’s story is brought to life with luminous illustrations by Korean 
illustrator Stila Lim 

•  Explores the life cycle of wool, shearing, spinning, dying, knitting 
and recycling, with young children in an engaging, easy-to-
understand way

•  Delight in the seasonal details of Nari’s family farm and the 
countryside around it – playful animals, blooming wildflowers, 
buzzing bumblebees and blossoming trees

275 x 295 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  32pp  |  978-178250-658-4  |  hardback with jacket  |  £12.99  |  Age 3-6  |  23 July 2020
4

Dawn Casey is the award-winning author of 
picture books and children’s story collections 
inspired by the wonder of the natural world. She 
lives on the UK’s Sussex downs, with her husband, 
children and a tabby cat.

Stila Lim is an illustrator from South Korea. She 
lives in Seoul with her family and tabby cat. Spin 
a Scarf of Sunshine is her first picture book.

A bright and inspiring picture book  
celebrating sustainability
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Spin a Scarf of Sunshine  |  Dawn Casey & Stila Lim



The Night Walk
MARIE DORLÉANS

•  A luminous, dreamy story with lyrical text that follows a family on a 
mysterious moonlit adventure

•  Rich, atmospheric illustrations brilliantly evoke a night-time journey 
through sleepy streets, beautiful forest and rugged hills 

•  Translated from French; the original edition won the prestigious Prix 
Landerneau in the best children's picture book category

•  Celebrates the importance of family time and the breathtaking 
majesty of the natural world

Mama opened our bedroom door, interrupting the night-time darkness. 
“Wake up, you two,” she whispered. “Let's go, so we get there on time.”

Excited, the sleepy family step outside into a beautiful summer evening. 
They’ve entered a night-time world, quiet and shadowy, filled with fresh 
smells and amazing sights. What will they find in the dark landscape?

From French  |  275 x 196 mm  |  32pp  |  978-178250-639-3  |  hardback  |  £12.99  |  Age 4-8  |  3 September 2020

Marie Dorléans studied Art and History of Art 
at the School of Decorative Arts in Strasbourg, 
France. She graduated in 2010 and has worked 
as a children's book illustrator since then. The 
Night Walk is the winner of the French literary 
prize, the Prix Landerneau, in the best children's 
book category, and was also shortlisted for the 
Prix Sorcières.

A beautiful and evocative celebration of family 
and the awe-inspiring power of natureMore original 

stories with 
stunning 
illustrations:
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The Night Walk  |  Marie Dorléans



Now that Night is Near
STORY BY ASTRID LINDGREN
ILLUSTRATIONS BY MARIT TÖRNQVIST

•  By Astrid Lindgren, the bestselling author of Pippi Longstocking

•  Stunning artwork by award-winning illustrator Marit Törnqvist will 
capture children's imaginations

•  Perfect for sharing with young children at bedtime

It’s almost night time, and across the land everyone is settling down to 
sleep. The cows are lying down in their fields, the rabbits are snug in their 
burrows, and the birds are resting on their branches. Except someone isn’t 
quite ready to close their eyes just yet...

A curious cat gently wanders through midsummer fields, forests and  
dusky Swedish landscapes as the sun slowly sets. When will he be ready 
to sleep?

From Swedish  |  264 x 220 mm  |  24pp  |  978-178250-675-1  |  hardback  |  £12.99  |  Age 2-6  |  17 September 2020

Astrid Lindgren (1907-2002) was born on a 
homestead in Småland, Sweden. She is best 
known for Pippi Longstocking, as well as Karlsson 
on the Roof and her Bullerby Children stories. She 
has sold around 145 million books worldwide.

Marit Törnqvist has illustrated several of Astrid 
Lindgren’s picture books and is also the award-
winning author of many other books for children.

A soothing bedtime story set in  
Sweden's midsummer landscape

Also illustrated by Marit Törnqvist:Also by Astrid Lindgren:
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Now That Night is Near  |  Astrid Lindgren & Marit Törnqvist



254 x 210 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  88pp  |  978-178250-671-3  |  hardback  |  £14.99  |  Age 6-11  |  17 September 2020

ILLUSTRATIONS BY SCOTT PLUMBE
•  Features classic tales of courage including Hansel and Gretel, The Selfish 

Giant and Beauty and the Beast

•  Fairy tales from renowned storytellers Hans Christian Andersen, the 
Brothers Grimm, Oscar Wilde and more

•  Atmospheric illustrations by award-winning illustrator Scott Plumbe 
bring the stories to life

•  This beautifully produced hardback edition with deluxe paper and 
ribbon marker is an ideal gift for fearless children

From wicked queens and fearsome beasts to sneaky witches and terrible 
giants, rediscover classic emboldening tales, enriched by atmospheric 
artwork. A darkly magical collection of tales about  

children showing true courage and facing fears

Scott Plumbe was born on the west coast of 
Canada. He is an award-winning illustrator, 
designer and fine artist whose work appears 
in books, games and magazines including 
National Geographic Kids. He lives in 
Vancouver with his young family.

You might also enjoy:

An Illustrated Collection of 
Fairy Tales for Brave Children

10
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An Illustrated Treasury of Fairy Tales for Brave Children  |  Illustrated by Scott Plumbe



Goldilocks and 
the Three Bears

GERDA MULLER
•  A beautifully illustrated new edition of the universally loved story

•  Every page is bursting with details — big, medium and little! — 
including birds, umbrellas, slippers, and more

•  Children and parents will notice new things each time they share 
this wonderful adaptation from renowned illustrator Gerda Muller

When Goldilocks gets lost in the woods, she discovers a pretty house 
where everything comes in three sizes. Who could live here? And what 
will happen when they find Goldilocks sleeping in their house?

Gerda Muller was born in 1926 in Naarden, 
Holland. She has illustrated over 120 books for 
children and her books have been translated 
into many languages. She is the creator of the 
Seasons board books, How Does my Garden 
Grow? and A Year in Our New Garden, which 
was named a USBBY Outstanding International 
Book 2017.

A fresh take on a classic tale, with detail 
and character bursting from every page

More classic fairy 
tales reimagined 
by Gerda Muller:

From French  |  240 x 296 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  40pp  |  978-178250-661-4  |  hardback  |  £12.99  |  Age 3-6  |  16 July 2020

NEW  
EDITION
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Goldilocks and the Three Bears  |  Gerda Muller



From French  |  240 x 296 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  32pp  |  978-178250-687-4  |  hardback  |  £12.99  |  Age 3-6  |  19 March 2020

Where Do They Go 
When It Rains?

GERDA MULLER
•  “Full of fun, detail and optimisim, this book encourages simple 

observation of nature by watching, walking and sensing.” — Carousel

•  From the creator of the Seasons board books and A Year in our New 
Garden, a USBBY Outstanding International Book

Stef takes the twins out for a walk to the pond. On their way they pass 
through fields full of flowers, grasshoppers and bees. They stop at a farm, 
where they feed the hens, pigs and ponies. But when they reach the pond, 
the clouds turn grey and it starts to rain. The twins love splashing about 
in the puddles. But where do all the animals go when it rains?

Children will love to spot the animals sheltering 
from the rain in Muller's detailed illustrations

NEW  
EDITION
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Where Do They Go When it Rains?  |  Gerda Muller



The Story of the  
Root Children

SIBYLLE VON OLFERS
•  “Nothing could date this stunningly illustrated century-old book telling 

the story of the seasons.” — Juno

•  Sibylle von Olfers is highly regarded for her natural observations and 
simple designs in the Art Nouveau style

•  This beautiful new edition is a book to be treasured, featuring high 
quality art paper and cloth spine

All through the winter the Root Children are asleep underground, but 
when spring comes Mother Nature wakes them up. Then the Root Children 
are busy cleaning and painting the beetles and bugs. When summer comes 
they play in the fields, ponds and meadows.

Sibylle von Olfers (1881-1916) created ten  
children's books in her short lifetime. The Story  
of the Root Children is her best known work.  
Her illustration style has been compared  
to Kate Greenaway and Elsa Beskow.

A classic story of the seasons by German 
illustrator Sibylle von Olfers

From German  |  289 x 244 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  32pp  |  978-178250-691-1  |  hardback  |  £12.99  |  Age 3-5  |  17 July 2020

Many of Sibylle von Olfers' 
picture books are also 
available as mini editions 
and board books:

NEW  
EDITION
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The Story of the Root Children  |  Sibylle von Olfers



Evie and the 
Strawberry Surprise

STEFANIE DAHLE
•  Join Evie and her friends, the flower fairies and creatures of Wildberry 

Acres, on their magical adventures in the third book of the Evie the 
Strawberry Fairy series 

•  Stefanie Dahle has sold over half a million books in her native Germany

•  A sweet and funny story with an emotional learning message about 
keeping an open mind and avoiding judgements

•  Features charming watercolour illustrations full of character and fun

Something strange is happening in Wildberry Acres: Evie has lost her 
magic wand, her strawberries have turned bright blue, and odd noises 
have been heard coming from Berry Woods. Her friends blame the scary 
creature who has just moved there, but they’re in for a surprise… Can Evie 
find out the truth and make a new friend at the same time?

Stefanie Dahle is a bestselling children’s 
author and illustrator. She is well known in 
her native Germany, where her books have 
sold over half a million copies. She lives in 
Lüneburg Heath in northern Germany.

From German  |  280 x 215 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  32pp  |  978-178250-638-6  |  hardback  |  £10.99  |  Age 3-6  |  16 July 2020

Explore the natural world with Evie  
the Strawberry Fairy and her friends

More adventures with Evie and friends:

“A delightful combination 
of an enchanted  
wonderland tale with 
practical eco-knowledge." 
— FOREWORD REVIEWS 
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Evie and the Strawberry Surprise  |  Stefanie Dahle



Norbert the  
Winter Gnome

DANIELA DRESCHER
•  A simple story with a message of thinking about others 

•  This charming board book, packed with seasonal details, is perfect 
for snuggling down and sharing 

•  Vibrant illustrations from Daniela Drescher, creator of the bestselling 
In the Land of Fairies and Pippa and Pelle series

Winter has arrived, and the forest is covered in snow. But with the tree 
branches bare and the grass frozen, what will the forest animals eat?

Norbert the Winter Gnome decides to visit his hungry friends, trekking 
through the icy forest to bring each of them a delicious gift. 

Daniela Drescher was born in Munich and trained 
in art therapy. She is the author and illustrator 
of more than twenty books for children, which 
are now available in several languages. Her best 
known books include In the Land of Fairies, In 
the Land of Elves, In the Land of Merfolk, What’s 
Hiding in There?, the Little Fairy stories and the 
Pippa and Pelle stories (all Floris Books).

From German  |  180 x 153 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  10pp  |  978-178250-678-2  |  board book  |  £7.99  |  Age 1-3  |  17 September 2020

A beautifully illustrated seasonal  
board book about friendship and kindnessAlso by Daniela Drescher:
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Norbert the Winter Gnome  |  Daniela Drescher



Elsa Beskow  
Calendar 2021
•  Nostalgic seasonal illustrations from the 'Beatrix Potter of Sweden'

•  Calendar comes shrink-wrapped with a cardboard strengthener

•  Includes illustrations from Children of the Forest, Ollie’s Ski Trip, 
Thumbelina, Christopher’s Garden, The Sun Egg, and many more

This month-to-view calendar is beautifully illustrated with seasonal 
artwork from Elsa Beskow’s books. The main British, American and 
Swedish public holidays are marked, and space is included for writing 
in appointments.

A spacious month-to-view calendar 
featuring Elsa Beskow's seasonal artwork

305 x 305 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  24pp  |  978-178250-641-6  |  wall calendar  |  £9.99 inc VAT  |  14 May 2020

Elsa Beskow (1874–1953) is the most popular 
children’s illustrator in Sweden, where her 
picture books have been known and loved for 
over a century.

More Elsa Beskow gifts:
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The Land of Long Ago Christopher’s Garden

The Sun Egg Emily and Daisy Peter in Blueberry Land

Woody, Hazel and Little Pip Around the Year Peter and Lotta’s Christmas

Children of the Forest

Children of the Forest

The hare was as happy as the children and he raced up, looking for a new game to play.  
Tom and Sam harnessed him to the sledge and away they went like the wind.

Sleep my lamb with your soft, white wool. The sun is shining bright and clear,
The grass is growing fresh and green, Making food for my little lamb.

The Land of Long Ago Christopher's Garden

Father Strawberry, fine and red, hat perched proudly on his head.
Mother Strawberry, just as grand, fine silk dress and folded hands.

The Sun Egg

She ran about happily in the sunshine, and soon she was nearly as good friends 
with the butterflies there, as she was with the ones in her own wood.

They let Peter steer their bark boat as they slipped through the cool, green water,  
past dragonflies and lilypads, their leaf sail swelling gently in the breeze.

Peter in Blueberry Land

Very soon they were all good friends. The three Chestnut boys
were very clever at mending things, and they were full of fun.

Woody, Hazel and Little Pip Around the Year

Grey is November, except by the bright fire with a story, a cushion for the cat,  
the dark shut outside and the light in the flames where mysteries lie and we dream. 

Peter and Lotta thought that this Christmas had been even better than the one 
before, because this time they had been giving presents as well as getting them. 

Perhaps they liked their skis best of all.
Peter and Lotta's Christmas

“The fence is completely mended,” said the old elf. “I hope you’ll leave my roof alone now. 
Would you like to share our pancakes with us?”

Emily and Daisy

Elsa Beskow Calendar 2021



Discover the World of
We're republishing Elsa Beskow's beloved books a few at a time!

New cover designs with  
gold foil details

Unique, handcrafted endpapers

Premium quality paper

24
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978-178250-626-3 | board book | £7.99

•  “With gorgeous, detailed scenes of 
children playing, this simple board book 
has very few words... Each page provides 
a new activity to explore and new games 
to play, lending itself to a day-long story 
exploration.” 
— Seven Stories

•  “A celebration of childhood and 
friendship, replete with imagination, 
ambition, and even a bit of mischief… 
Touching, memorable, exquisite." 
— Kirkus, Starred Review

25
978-178250-559-4
£12.99 | jacketed hardback

978-178250-643-0
£20.00 | jacketed hardback

978-178250-602-7
£12.99 | jacketed hardback

978-178250-561-7
£12.99 | jacketed hardback
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978-178250-628-7 | hardback | £12.99

978-178250-599-0
£12.99 | jacketed hardback

•  A beautiful interpretation of the story that 
inspired Disney’s Fantasia

•  Lovingly illustrated in exquisite detail, 
breathing new magic into the classic tale

•  From renowned artist Gerda Muller, creator of 
the award-winning A Year in Our New Garden978-178250-542-6

£10.99 | jacketed hardback
978-178250-525-9
£9.99 | hardback

978-178250-522-8
£7.99 | paperback
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•  New edition of the classic tale by 
Pippi Longstocking creator Astrid 
Lindgren 

•  Award-winning Eva Erikkson's 
illustrations of the wry fox and the 
watchful gnome are full of character 
and warmth, and her moonlit, snowy 
scenes are the perfect landscape for 
an active imagination 

•  A beautiful winter story full of 
festive warmth

978-178250-526-6 | £10.99 | hardback

978-178250-294-4 | £10.99 | hardback
978-178250-327-9 | £5.99 | advent cal

Winter Favourites

978-178250-323-1 
£14.99 | hardback

978-178250-136-7 
£14.99 | hardback

978-178250-543-3 
£10.99 | hardback 27
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Gorgeous Gifts

An Illustrated Treasury of Hans 
Christian Andersen's Fairy Tales

ILLUS BY ANASTASIYA ARCHIPOVA

A stunning collection featuring well-known 
tales such as The Little Mermaid, The Snow 
Queen, Thumbelina, The Princess and the Pea 
and The Emperor's New Clothes.

978-178250-118-3 | £9.99 | hardback

An Illustrated Treasury of 
Scottish Castle Legends

THERESA BRESLIN & KATE LEIPER

Featuring both cherished and little-known 
legends from the iconic castles of Scotland, 
this wonderful book brings history, place 
and story to life.

978-178250-595-2 | £14.99 | hardback

An Elsa Beskow Gift Collection
Children of the Forest and other 
Beautiful Books

ELSA BESKOW

This beautiful gift box includes mini 
editions of Children of the Forest, The 
Flowers' Festival, Pelle's New Suit, 
Woody, Hazel and Little Pip and an 
exclusive edition of Princess Sylvie.

978-178250-380-4 | £25.00

The Gerda Muller Seasons  
Gift Collection
GERDA MULLER

This charming gift box includes 
four mini board books, one 
for each season. Each chunky 
mini board book is full of fun, 
active seasonal illustrations and 
no words.

978-178250-473-3 | £20.00
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The heart-stopping finale to the  
multi-award-winning trilogy

Ross MacKenzie is the multi-award-winning 
author of The Nowhere Emporium, The Elsewhere 
Emporium, Shadowsmith (all Floris Books) and 
Evernight (Andersen Press). He lives in Renfrew, 
Scotland, with his wife and two daughters, but 
spends much of his time in another world.

198 x 130 mm  |  288pp  |  978-178250-663-8  |  paperback  |  £7.99  |  Age 9-12  |  10 September 2020

The Otherwhere 
Emporium

ROSS MACKENZIE
•  Return to a dazzling world where anything is possible and discover 

the incredible Emporium all over again

•  “The Shop is right up there with Ollivanders as a magical place that 
readers will want to explore again and again.”  
The Guardian on The Nowhere Emporium 

The mysterious Nowhere Emporium has appeared once more. 

Now, 11-year-old Mirren is drawn into an incredible adventure in its great 
Carnival of Wonders. But hidden among the Wonders, something sinister 
is lurking. The Emporium is under the control of a menacing figure in a 
top hat who calls himself Vindictus Sharpe. Who is he? And where is the 
Emporium’s rightful owner, Daniel? 

Also by Ross 
MacKenzie:
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enter the emporium 
one last time

Click here 
to enter

Enter the Emporium to:
 Request digital galleys
 Watch our video pitch
 Find more information



An Amazing Animal 
Atlas of Scotland

ILLUSTRATIONS BY ANDERS FRANG
•  Bursting with astounding illustrations of Scottish animals and their 

habitats which children will revisit time and again

•  Discover exciting and unexpected facts about Scotland’s most 
famous — and not-so-famous — wildlife, from red squirrels and 
golden eagles to eels and limpets

•  Beautiful maps help young 
conservationists explore the 
country’s unique habitats — 
from the coast, lochs and rivers 
to mountains, forests and 
grasslands

•  Offers practical tips to help 
children care for natural 
environments and the creatures 
that live there

Meet the amazing animals of 
Scotland in this beautiful gift 
book, packed full of fun facts, 
vibrant illustrations and maps 
showing where to spot these 
wonderful creatures.

A beautifully illustrated celebration of  
Scotland's amazing animals, full of fun facts

Anders Frang is a freelance illustrator from 
Denmark. He studied at the Danish Design School 
in Copenhagen as well as Edinburgh College of 
Art. He is currently based in Edinburgh, Scotland.

311 x 224 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  48pp  |  978-178250-659-1  |  hardback  |  £12.99  |  Age 6-12  |  10 September 2020 32
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An Amazing Animal Atlas of Scotland  |  Illustrations by Anders Frang



(Animal Adventure Club 3)
STORY BY MICHELLE SLOAN
ILLUSTRATIONS BY HANNAH GEORGE

•  Fun, friendship and adventure as four very different children join 
together to help their local wildlife

•  Stars three adorable baby red squirrels and has an emotional 
learning message of resilience and working as a team

•  Includes fun fact files about endangered red squirrels and their 
conservation 

•  Accessible and engaging story with black and white illustrations to 
encourage emerging readers to read solo

A heart-warming adventure about friendship 
and nature, perfect for animal lovers

Michelle Sloan lives with her family in sunny 
Broughty Ferry near Dundee, Scotland. She is 
the author of picture books The Fourth Bonniest 
Baby in Dundee, This Bonny Baby and Greyfriars 
Bobby.

Hannah George is a freelance illustrator living 
and working on the south coast of England. 

198 x 130 mm  |  15 b/w illustrations  |  112pp  |  978-178250-666-9  |  paperback  |  £5.99  |  Age 6-10  |  20 August 2020

The Baby Red Squirrel Rescue

Isla
BuzzGracie

Lexi
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PRAISE FOR THE SERIES:
“A lovely tale of friendship, kindness and the 
importance of empathy with a very relevant 
message about taking care of our wildlife 
and environment at its heart.”
— UNICORNS AND KELPIES

“An engaging and 
informative story, 
with plenty of 
“aww" moments — 
who wouldn't love 
to bottle feed a 
baby otter?”
— ROARING READS

Sample spread from The Baby Red Squirrel Rescue



294 x 219 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  36pp  |  978-178250-627-0  |  paperback  |  £7.99  |  Age 4-7  |  Available now

Lari Don is the author of the Spellchasers trilogy 
and the Fabled Beast Chronicles for older 
children, as well as a number of picture books, 
including The Treasure of the Loch Ness Monster.

Nataša Ilinčić is a designer and illustrator based 
in Edinburgh. She is also the illustrator of  
The Treasure of the Loch Ness Monster.

An enchanting tale, inspired by local folklore, 
about the origins of Scotland's national animal

The Legend of  
the First Unicorn

STORY BY LARI DON
ILLUSTRATIONS BY NATAŠA ILINČIĆ

•  A powerful origins tale for the unicorn, inspired by ancient  
Scottish folklore

•  Stunningly illustrated in exquisite detail by Nataša Ilinčić
•  “A tale steeped in the tradition of Scottish oral history and full of 

wonder and magic.” — Get Kids Into Books

•  The perfect companion to Lari Don’s bestselling picture books  
The Secret of the Kelpie and The Treasure of the Loch Ness Monster

Also by Lari Don:
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The Legend of the First Unicorn  |  Lari Don & Nataša Ilinčić



978-178250-631-7
£5.99 | paperback

978-178250-644-7 | £7.99  
Now in Paperback

978-178250-632-4
£9.99 | board book

978-178250-555-6
£6.99 | paperback

978-178250-637-9
£5.99 | paperback

978-178250-607-2
£6.99 | paperback

•  “An honest insight into a boy's 
life with ADHD, with as much 
heart as [R.J. Palacio's] Wonder.” 
— Children's Books Ireland 
Recommended Reads

•  “A compelling and affecting 
book about acceptance, 
openness, mental health and the 
intricacy of family.”  
— Book Trust

With 
Moving 
Parts!

In Partnership with Historic Scotland:
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978-178250-629-4
£7.99 | paperback
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978-178250-674-4
£16.99 | paperback

978-178250-670-6 | paperback | £14.99

•  A wonderful craft book and a picture 
book — all in one!

•  Contains detailed step-by-step 
instructions, tips and tricks for creating 
a needle-felted farm

•  With projects for crafters of all ages, 
creating the whole farm would be a 
wonderful activity for families, school 
or community groups to do together

•  Fully illustrated with beautiful colour 
photographs

978-178250-662-1
£14.99 | paperback

978-178250-665-2
£9.99 | paperback

978-178250-664-5
£14.99 | paperback

978-178250-660-7
£10.99 | hardback

978-178250-654-6
£7.99 | paperback
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COVID-19 INFO

Please note that due to the Covid-19 
pandemic, some of our forthcoming 
books were rescheduled. The publication 
dates listed in this catalogue are correct 
as of 30 June 2020, please refer to our 
website or contact us if you are unsure.

Our distributor, Booksource, is continuing 
to send out books. To ensure the safety 
of the team, deliveries may take a little 
longer than usual to arrive. We thank 
you for your patience and understanding.

Floris Books
2a Robertson Avenue, Edinburgh EH11 1PZ
From autumn 2020: Canal Court,  
42 Craiglockhart Avenue, Edinburgh EH14 1LT
Tel: 0131 337 2372
Email: floris@florisbooks.co.uk
Web: www.florisbooks.co.uk
Find us at DiscoverKelpies on

Floris Books Trust Ltd
Registered address: 22 Baylie Street, Stourbridge DY8 1AZ
Registered No. 2398655. Company Limited by Guarantee
Registered Charity No. 801790 and SC041837 (Scotland)

Floris 
Books ORDERS AND INFORMATION

UK TRADE ORDERS
BookSource, 50 Cambuslang Rd
Glasgow G32 8NB

Email: orders@booksource.net  
Tel: 0845 370 0067 
Fax: 0845 370 0068

See p.41 for a full list of our worldwide 
distributors.

Trade Terms
UK & Ireland: Carriage included
Non-UK: Carriage additional

Please note that a small order surcharge of £4 
will be applied to trade orders of less than £50.

PRICES
Prices in this catalogue are valid in the UK only 
and take effect from 1 June 2020. They are 
subject to change without notice.

RIGHTS
Language and territorial rights are available for 
sale to other publishers for some books. Contact 
Floris Books for further information or visit  
www.florisbooks.co.uk/rights/

EBOOKS
Titles available as eBooks are denoted 
by this icon.

Cover artwork: Cover artwork from  
An Amazing Animal Atlas of Scotland (p.32).

Our Steiner-Waldorf Education catalogue includes inspiring 
features and exclusive extracts.

Our Non-Fiction catalogue includes new 
Steiner-Waldorf education titles, as well 
as books on biodynamics, astronomy 
and religion.

View our catalogues online at:    
www.florisbooks.co.uk/catalogues/

More catalogues from Floris Books

Floris Books also distributes books for...

Lindisfarne
Books
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OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS
Please note that each of our 
distributors carries a different 
selection of our books. Please  
contact them directly to enquire 
about availability of specific books.

USA
For Waldorf and anthroposophical 
accounts:

STEINER BOOKS
PO Box 960
Herndon, VA 20172-0960
Tel: 1-703-661-1594
www.steinerbooks.org

For wholesale and  
trade accounts:

CONSORTIUM BOOK SALES  
AND DISTRIBUTION
The Keg House
Suite 101
34 13th Avenue NE
Minneapolis, MN 55413-1007
Tel: 612 746 2600
www.cbsd.com

Australia & New Zealand
WOODSLANE PTY LTD
10 Apollo St, Warriewood
NSW 2102
Tel: 61-2-8445 2308
ww.woodslane.com.au

South Africa
RUDOLF STEINER PUBLICATIONS SA
Sophia House, 18 Firfield Road
Plumstead
7800 Cape Town
Tel: 021 761 9600
steinerp@netactive.co.za

Canada
PUBLISHERS GROUP CANADA
201-128A Sterling Road
Toronto, Ontario
Canada M6R 2B7
Tel: 416-934-9900
www.pgcbooks.ca

L’ÉTOILÉE (previously Mandragore)
265 4e Rang Ouest
Kingsey Falls, QC J0A 1BO
Tel: 1-819-358-5834
www.letoilee.com

NEST EUROPEAN TOYS & HOME
247 Mackay Street 
Ottawa, ON K1M 2B6
Tel: 1-613-241-7333
www.nest.ca

TRIFOLD BOOKS
P.O. Box 534
King City
Ontario L7B 1A7 
Tel: 1-905-726-0142
www.trifoldbooks.com

Sign up to our mailing list to be the 
first to hear about classroom resources, 
activity packs and video content!

Interested in our Scottish children's books?

An Amazing Animal Atlas of Scotland  |  Illustrations by Anders Frang
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